Thank you for making Induro your choice for professional photographic gear. Your Induro gear is manufactured to provide years of dependable service. In order to obtain optimum satisfaction and performance we suggest that you carefully read these instructions and provide them to anyone who may also use your Induro gear.
**SETUP**

Adapter Mounting

Install by screwing the QRT Adapter clockwise onto the mounting thread of the Tripod or Monopod. The QRT is supplied with a 3/8 to 1/4-20 bushing for direct mounting on 1/4-20 threads. Use a coin to remove the bushing if mounting directly on 3/8 threads.

**OPERATION**

The QRT-Series Quick Release Clamp Adapters are made of professional black anodized aluminum and make it possible to add solid quick mounting and dismounting capability to most photographic support equipment.

Universal Quick Release Plate System

The QRT-Series Adapters feature a Universal Arca-Swiss style Quick Release Plate system. It offers a quick method of mounting or releasing a Camera or Equipment from the Head. It’s important that the correct Quick Release Plate be used along with the proper Mounting Screw (1/4–20 is included as the standard size but spare 1/4–20 and 3/8 plates of various lengths are available as accessories). The Mounting Screw can be secured with a common coin, or optionally with an Allen Key. Extra Plates are recommended as you can screw one to each Camera or Lens for even greater convenience when rapidly mounting and dismounting gear. And because of compatibility with the Universal Arca-Swiss style system, most plates and special brackets from other manufacturers can be used as well.

Quick Release Lock (Figure 1)

When used properly, the Quick Release Lock offers two levels of security for your gear. To remove the Quick Release Plate, turn the Quick Release Locking Knob counterclockwise. A partial opening of the clamping mechanism allows the Quick Release Plate to slide on the Mounting Platform for proper balance and positioning. Two Stop Screws (removable) on the bottom of the Quick Release Plate provide this first level of security. An additional counter-clockwise turn of the Quick Release Locking Knob opens the clamp fully so that the Quick Release Plate can be tilted out to be removed. Reverse the process and tighten the Quick Release Locking Knob to secure the Quick Release Plate.
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